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a b s t r a c t

Previous studies on pipe auto-routing algorithms generally used such algorithms as A*, Dijkstra, Genetic
Algorithm, Particle Swarm Optimization, and Ant Colony Optimization, to satisfy the relevant constraints
of its own field and improve the output quality. On the other hand, this study aimed to significantly
improve path-finding speed by applying the Jump Point Search (JPS) algorithm, which requires lower
search cost than the abovementioned algorithms, for pipe routing. The existing JPS, however, is limited to
two-dimensional spaces and can only find the shortest path. Thus, it requires several improvements to be
applied to pipe routing. Pipe routing is performed in a three-dimensional space, and the path of piping
must be parallel to the axis to minimize its interference with other facilities. In addition, the number of
elbows must be reduced to the maximum from an economic perspective, and preferred spaces in the
path must also be included. The existing JPS was improved for the pipe routing problem such that it can
consider the above-mentioned problem. The fast path-finding speed of the proposed algorithm was
verified by comparing it with the conventional A* algorithm in terms of resolution.

© 2020 Society of Naval Architects of Korea. Production and hosting by Elsevier B.V. This is an open
access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).

1. Introduction

In the initial design of off-shore plants (Guiradello and Swaney,
2005), ships (J.H. Park and Storch, 2002), and aero-engines (Liu and
Wang, 2012), pipe routing requires considerable man-hours and
the experience of the designer plays an important role in the
outcome. Studies have been conducted to reduce man-hours by
automating pipe routing and to use the results as basic data for the
expected usage of material volume. Previous studies usually have
used evolutionary algorithms, which are zero-order optimization
methods, to secure global solutions. Some studies implemented
plant pipe routing using a Genetic Algorithm (GA) (D.G. Kim et al.,
1996), and described the implementation method (Ito, 1999). Par-
ticle Swarm Optimization (PSO) has been mainly studied for the
pipe routing of aero-engines, and it considers the branches of pipes
(Asmara and Nienhuis, 2006) and multi-terminal pipe routing (Liu
and Wang, 2012). Among the studies that used Dijkstra algorithms
is one study that considers pipe elbows and bends (Ando and
Kimura, 2012) and another that provides designers with the

initial paths of pipes that considers pipe elbows and preferred
spaces (S.H. Kim et al., 2013). In the case of aero-engines, there was
a study that exhibited higher path-finding speed than PSO using
the Dijkstra algorithm (Liu and Wang, 2015). Qu et al. (2018) per-
formed efficient and optimal pipe routing by Applying ant Colony
Optimization (ACO) to the pipe routing of aero-engines.

Most studies on pipe-auto routing have been conducted with
focus on the improvement of solution quality rather than faster
path-finding speed. To utilize pipe-auto routing in practice, it is
necessary to perform initial design that instantly considers the cost
of pipe routing by accelerating the path-finding speed. Therefore, in
this study, a pipe auto-routing algorithm with fast path-finding
speed was proposed. The proposed algorithm is based on Jump
Point Search (JPS) (Harabor and Grastein, 2011), an algorithm that
finds the optimal path rapidly and without memory overhead. JPS,
however, is limited to two-dimensional (2D) space and simply finds
the Manhattan shortest path. Therefore, it was improved for better
application to pipe routing in this study.

The contents of this paper are as follows. In Section 2, the no-
tations and design space used in this study are described. JPS is
described in Section 3, and the conditions considered in this study
are presented in Section 4. In Section 5, the method of applying the
conditions presented in Section 4 to JPS is described. In Section 6,
the results from tests of the performance of modified JPS and A*
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algorithms are compared. Finally, in Section 7, conclusions are
discussed.

2. Notations and design space

The design space of this study includes uniform-cost and an
undirected grid map. As in Fig. 1(a), the path that passes through
n0 � nk nodes is expressed as p ¼ Cn0;n1;n2;…;nkD. Vdirection is a
notation that represents a vector. A vector consists of Vx: X-direc-
tion, Vy: Y-direction, and Vz: Z-direction. A path can be represented
by a combination of vectors, as shown in Fig. 1(b). The combination
of these vectors is denoted by CV , and is expressedwith V1direction/
V2direction/…/Vndirection as CV ¼ V1x/V2y/V3z. Moreover, for
node a and node b the fact that node b can be reached by traveling
Vdirection from node a is expressed as ½b ¼ a þ Vdirection�.

3. Conventional JPS

In this section, JPS is described starting with the strategies of
conventional JPS to secure faster path-finding and use less memory
than the A* algorithm does. JPS is a path-finding algorithm based
on the A* algorithm. The difference between the two algorithms is
the criterion for selecting nodes for which heuristic values are
calculated. While A* algorithm calculates the heuristic values of all
nodes in contact with the current node, JPS calculates only the
heuristic values of the nodes that are determined to be jump points.
On Fig. 2(a), A* algorithm calculates the heuristic value of almost
every node on the grid map. In contrast, the JPS in Fig. 2(b) calcu-
lates the heuristic value of just four nodes. The two core rules and
two definitions to determine which nodes are the jump points of

the current node can be described as follows (Harabor and Grastien,
2011).

[Pruning Rules]: Given a candidate node x, reached via a cur-
rent node pwe prune from the neighbors of x any node n for which
one of the following rules applies:

1. There exists a path p0 ¼ Cp; y;nD or simply p0 ¼ Cp;nD that is
strictly shorter than the path p ¼ Cp;x;nD

2. There exists a path p0 ¼ Cp; y;nD with the same length as p ¼ Cp;
x;nD, but p’ has a diagonal move earlier than p.

[Natural neighbor]: Natural neighbors of node x are the nodes
remaining after applying pruning rules, when the neighbors of x
contain no obstacles.

[Forced neighbor]: Node n is a forced neighbor of node x, and is
defined as follows:

1. n is not a natural neighbor of x.
2. n is a node remaining after application of the pruning rules.

[Jumping Rules]:Node y is the jump point fromnode x, heading
in direction d, if y minimizes the value k such that y ¼ xþ kd and
one of the following conditions holds:

1. Node y is the goal node.
2. Node y has at least one neighbor that is a forced neighbor.
3. d is a diagonal move and there exists a node z ¼ y þ kd’ that lies

k2Natural number steps in direction d’ is straight moves at 45�

to d such that z is a jump point from y by condition 1 or con-
dition 2.

Fig. 1. Expression of path.

Fig. 2. Number of nodes on which calculated heuristic: A* and JPS algorithm.
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4. Conditions of pipe routing

Conventional JPS simply finds the shortest path, and thus cannot
be directly applied to pipe routing for which complex conditions
must be considered. In this section, conditions to be considered for
pipe routing are described. [Total pipe length] The total length of
the pipe must be reduced as much as possible to minimize material
costs. [Obstacles] The pipe routing process involves many items,
such as structures occupying spaces, machines, and equipment.
They are referred to as “obstacles” andmust be avoided during pipe
routing. [Three-dimensional space] Pipe routing must be applied to
three-dimensional (3D) space in its actual application to initial
design. [Orthogonal path] Pipe routing must be parallel to the axis
of the design area. This condition is to minimize the interference of
the pipe path with other facilities. [Preference region] The prefer-
ence region corresponding to the pipe rack of an off-shore plant is a
specific space that the pipe must pass through to improve the ease
of management and to minimize the number of supports. [Number
of Elbow] Straight parts of the pipe cost less than elbow parts. For
cost optimization, the number of elbow parts must be minimized.
In this study, 90� elbows are used to change the direction of the
pipe, elbows with other angles are not considered.

5. Modified JPS for pipe routing

In this section, JPS was applied to pipe routing with consider-
ation of the conditions described above. The problems of mini-
mizing the length of the path and avoiding obstacles were already
considered in the conventional form of JPS. The modified JPS was
made able to consider the remaining four conditions.

5.1. Orthogonal path

Conventional JPS searches for orthogonal and diagonal paths.
Only the orthogonal path must be searched for, however, to mini-
mize the interference of the path of the pipe with other facilities.
When only the orthogonal path is searched for, there are four
neighbor nodes for a certain node. In Fig. 3(a), the neighbor nodes
of node x are nodes 1, 2, 3 and 4. A search for the path is divided
into the Y-direction search and X-direction search. In a map
without obstacles, there are two shortest paths from a certain node
to a specific node. As shown in Fig. 4(a) and (b), there are Yaxis to
Xaxis path and Xaxis to Yaxis path, which have the same length. In the
proposed algorithm, only the Yaxis to Xaxis path is sought. The Xaxis
to Yaxis path is searched for only when the Yaxis to Xaxis is not valid
due to the presence of obstacles. This policy is referred to as
Yaxis-search first.

In Fig. 4(c), node 1 is the current node, and node 2 is the
candidate jump point. The neighbor nodes that can be accessed
from node 2 are nodes 3 and 5. There are two shortest paths from
node 1 to node 5, which are py ¼ C1; 4; 5D and px ¼ C1; 2; 5D.
Here, px is not considered in accordance with the aforementioned
Yaxis-search first. In other words, Y-direction nodes are not searched
for during a search in the X-direction. Node 5 is considered during a
search in the Y-direction, as shown in Fig. 4(d). The Xaxis to Yaxis
path, however, is used to reach the nodes that cannot be accessed
through a search in the Y-direction due to obstacles, as shown in
Fig. 3(c) and (d).

In Fig. 3(c), node 1 is the forced neighbor, and thus node x is the
jump point. In the same manner, in Fig. 3(d), node x becomes the
jump point because node 4 is the forced neighbor.

Fig. 5(a) shows the process of finding the [þX]-direction jump

Fig. 3. Pruning Rules and Jumping Rules for when parallel to the axis.

Fig. 4. Search policy: “Y axis first”.
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point of the current node. As candidate 1, 2 and 3 have no forced
neighbors, they are not jump points. Candidate 4, however, has the
forced neighbor, and thus is the [þX]-direction jump point of the
current node. The same procedure can be applied to the process of
finding the [eX]-direction jump point.

Fig. 5(b) shows the process of finding the [þY]-direction jump
point of the current node. For candidate 1, both the [þX] and [þY]
directions can be searched. Candidate 1 is not the jump point
because it has no forced neighbor in the [þX]-direction search, and
candidate 2 is reached by performing the [þY]-direction search, a
next possible search. For candidate 2, both the [þX] and [þY] di-
rections can be searched. Because there is a forced neighbor in the
[þX]-direction search, candidate 2 is the [þY]-direction jump point
of the current node.

5.2. Three-dimensional space

Unlike conventional JPS that finds the jump point of the current
node in four orthogonal directions and four diagonal directions,
modified JPS, which is applied in 3D space and must have a path
parallel to the axis, searches for jump points in the six directions of
[þX], [-X], [þY], [-Y], [þZ], and [-Z]. When JPS is expanded from 2D
to 3D space, all nodes in the design area, except for obstacles, must
be reachable. As in aforementioned Yaxis-search first that has the

search priority of Yaxis � Xaxis, the searched path has the search
priority in the order of Zaxis � Yaxis � Xaxis. In other words, the path
must have no Vx/Vy that can be replaced with Vy/Vx and no
ðVy or VxÞ/Vz that can be replaced with Vz/ðVy or VxÞ. In Fig. 6,
the current node is “current”, and candidate jump point is “candi-
date”. The current node and the candidate node have the same x
and y coordinates. The current node exists in the plane with z ¼ 0
and the candidate node in the plane with z ¼ 1. The shortest paths
from the current node to node 11 are py ¼ Ccurrent; 01; 11D and
pz ¼ Ccurrent; candidate; 11D. In this case, py is not considered in
accordance with the aforementioned search sequence. The same
applies to nodes 12, 13, and 14. In other words, the Z-direction
search includes the Y-direction and X-direction search. This means
that 3D space is searched by repeating a search in 2D space. Below
are the pruning and jumping rules of JPS that consider the
orthogonal path and 3D space.

[Revised Pruning Rules]: Given a candidate node x, has reached
via a current node p, we prune from the neighbors of x any node n
for which one of the following rules applies:

1. There exists a path p’ ¼ Cp; y;nD or simply p’ ¼ Cp; nD that is
strictly shorter than the path p ¼ Cp; x; nD;

2. There exists a path p’ ¼ Cp; y;nDwith the same length as p ¼ Cp;
x;nD, but p’ and p correspond to case i or ii.

Fig. 5. Example of revised JPS for parallel to the axis.

Fig. 6. Pruning Rules for a Z-axis move.
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i. p0 is composed of ½Vy /Vx� or ½Vz /Vx� and p is composed of
½Vx /Vy� or ½Vx /Vz�

ii. p0 is composed of ½Vz /Vy� and p is composed of ½Vy /Vz�

[Revised Jumping Rules]: Node y is the jump point from Node
x, heading in unit vector Vunit if y minimizes the value k such that
y ¼ xþ kVunit and one of the following conditions holds:

1. Node y is the goal node.
2. Node y has at least one neighbor that is evaluated to be a forced

neighbor.
3. Vunit is a Y-directional move, V ’

unit is a X-directional move, and
there exist a Node z, z ¼ y þ kV ’unit such that z is a jump point
from y by condition 1 or condition 2.

4. Vunit is a Z-directional move, V ’
unit is an X or Y-directional move,

and there exists a Node z, z ¼ y þ k,V ’unit is a jump point from y
by condition 1 or condition 2 or condition 3.

Fig. 7 is an example in which JPS is applied to 3D space without
obstacles. Modified JPS searches the design area as follows: (1)
travel of ±X directions, (2) travel of ±Y directions, which include
travel of ±X directions, (3) travel of ±Z directions, which include
travel of ±Y;±X direcitons.

5.3. Reduce elbows

Elbows are generated when a direction of path is changed. From
this perspective, the cases of elbows are as follows: ½X to Y�; ½X to Z�;

Fig. 7. Process of search in three-dimensional space.

Fig. 8. Unnecessary elbows.
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½Y to X�; ½Y to Z�; ½Z to X�, and ½Z to Y �. As shown in Fig. 8, paths that
include the vectors in the same direction at the beginning and at
the end have unnecessary elbows.

To reduce unnecessary elbows, a method of rearranging the
complete path was applied. In this process, each vector of the
completed path is inspected, stored, and modified from start to
goal. First, the first vector of the path is stored. Second, vectors in
the same direction as the next vector are found from the stored
vectors and merged into a vector. Third, the stored and merged
vectors are rearranged in a combination that neither collides with
obstacles nor exceeds the design area. Fourth, the above second and
third procedures are repeated to the goal point.

[Reducing Elbow Rules]:
Combination of Vector: CV ¼ V1direction/V2direction / …/

Vndirection, CV ’ is vector combination which order is changed from
CV . To reduce elbow, we use CV ’ instead of CV . when the following
conditions are satisfied:

1. In CV ’, there exists Vkdirection which direction is same as Vndirection
(k < n, k is natural number)

2. There exists valid combination of vector CV ’ that includes vector
combination CVkn

¼ Vkdirection/Vndirection.

Fig. 9 shows the process of reducing elbows. In the figure, stars
(where x and y axes meet) indicate the starting points and the blue
circles represent the destinations. The shaded box is an obstacle.
The path in Fig. 9(a) was completed through JPS and has four el-
bows. In Fig. 9(b), vectors 1, 2, and 3 are stored and vector 4 is under
inspection. In Fig. 9(c), vectors 2 and 4 are merged, and the existing

vector combination of CV ¼ V1/V2/V3/V4 is rearranged to C’
V ¼

V1/V3/V2þ4. In the same manner, vectors 3 and 5 are merged
and the existing vector combination of Cv is rearranged to
C’
V ¼ V1/V3þ5/V2þ4 in Fig. 9(d).

5.4. Preference-region

The preference region is considered by merging two paths
generated based on the preference region. The path is as follows:
p1 ¼ CStart; …;Preference regionD;
p2 ¼ CPreference region; …;GoalD Fig. 10 shows an example.
Symbols in the figure are as follows: the star: Strat, the donut:
Preference region, the circle: Goal. Fig. 10(b) is the path from start
to the preference region, and Fig. 10(c) is the path from the pref-
erence region to the goal point. In Fig. 10(d), the paths generated
from Fig. 10(b) and (c) are merged to generate a path that considers
the preference region.

6. Experiments and discussions

The designed algorithm was tested in the following environ-
ment. The programming language was C#, the CPUwas AMD Ryzen
7 2700X Eight-Core Processor 3.70 GHz, and the memory was
16 GB. Two experiments were performed to compare the newly
designed algorithm with the A* algorithm.

Experiment 1 was conducted in a software program under
development for designing the pipe paths of ships. The resolution
of experiment 1 was 100 x 100 x 30 as can be seen from Table 1.

Fig. 9. Example of reducing elbows.
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The unit of Table 1 is the number of nodes (EA). The coordinate
system of the design area is as follows. The X-axis increases from
the left to the right and the Y-axis from the bottom to the top. The
Z-axis increases in the direction that comes out of the screen.

Fig. 11(a) shows the results of pipe auto-routing obtained using
JPS, and Fig. 11(b) shows the results of the A* algorithm. In Table 2,
the routing time, pipe-length, and number of elbows of JPS were
compared with those of A*. The paths obtained through A* and JPS
were different in terms of routing time and number of elbows. The
routing time of JPS was approximately 13,010 times faster than that
of A*. The difference in routing time between A* and JPS is caused

by the number of nodes that calculate fitness values. The number of
nodes calculated in Experiment 1 of JPS is about 15,610 times less
than that of A*. As for the number of elbows, the path found
through JPS had one less elbow. The A* algorithm in the experiment
used a method of applying penalties to reduce the number of el-
bows. The elbows that were not removed by that method could be
removed by the proposed modified JPS.

Experiment 2 was performed in a software program under
development for designing the pipe paths of offshore and onshore
platforms. The resolution was 100 x 100 x 40 as can be seen from
Table 3. The same unit as that in experiment 1 was used.

Fig. 10. Example of considering preference-region.

Table 1
Resolution and conditions of experiment 1.

Item Point X-size (EA) Y-size (EA) Z-size (EA) Item Point X-size (EA) Y-size (EA) Z-size (EA)

Resolution e 100 100 30 Obstacle 4 57, 27, 75 30 5 12
Start point 50, 0, 5 e e e Obstacle 5 17, 42, 0 20 25 28
Goal point 70, 95, 5 e e e Obstacle 6 57, 47, 0 20 10 28
Preference region 5, 45, 5 e e e Obstacle 7 0, 77, 0 23 20 13
Obstacle 1 0, 0, 0 33 38 13 Obstacle 8 32, 72, 0 30 20 18
Obstacle 2 32, 12, 0 25 25 23 Obstacle 9 67, 62, 0 20 25 30
Obstacle 3 57, 12, 0 30 10 13 Obstacle 10 52, 62, 7 15 5 5

Fig. 11. Result of experiment 1.
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There were trivial differences in route details (see Fig. 12 (a) and
(b)), but the pipe-routing materials results of A* and JPS in exper-
iment 2 were identical (Table 4). Most importantly, there was a
major difference in the routing time. In experiment 2, the routing
time of JPS was 388 times faster than that of A*. The number of
nodes calculated in Experiment 2 of JPS is about 850 times less than
that of A*.The sizes of obstacles and resolutions were different
between experiments 1 and 2. As the resolution increased, the
routing time naturally increased. Obstacles affect the places
determined as jump points. If jump points are located near the goal
point, the path-finding speed will increase due to the nature of JPS.

The path-finding speed of experiments 1 and 2 are quite
different. This is mainly due to the difference in the number of
nodes that calculate the fitness value. The marked points in
Fig. 13(a) are the nodes that calculated the fitness values for
Experiment 1, and the points shown in (b) are those for Experiment
2. Experiment 1 calculated a total of 217 nodes of fitness values, and
Experiment 2 calculated a total of 5314 nodes of fitness values.
Because JPS generates jump points near obstacles, the number of
nodes that calculate fitness values may vary depending on the
placement of obstacles. Because the JPS follows the Greedy policy,

the placement of the start and goal point is also related to the
number of nodes that calculated fitness values.

The algorithm proposed in this paper operates with uniform
resolution environment inwhich all grids are the same size. If it can
be operated on un-uniform resolution environment, the number of
nodes that calculate the fitness value will decrease. Therefore, it is
expected that the path-finding speed will be improved if the study
is conducted to enable it to operate in such an environment.

7. Conclusions

In this study, a jump point search (JPS)-based pipe-auto routing
algorithm was proposed to reduce the computing time needed to
find an optimal pipe path. Four conditions were considered when
applying JPS to pipe routing: expansion of the design space to
three-dimensional space, the orthogonal path for minimizing
interference with other facilities, the path that passes through the
preference region, and the minimization of elbows. The first and
second conditions weremet bymodifying the pruning and jumping
rules of conventional JPS. The third condition was met by assigning
the node of the preference region as a temporary destination. The

Table 2
Result of experiment 1.

Algorithm Routing time (sec) Total pipe length (EA) Number of elbows (EA) Number of calculated nodes

A* 2224.836 223 8 3,387,574
JPS 0.171 223 7 217

Table 3
Resolution and conditions of experiment 2.

Item Point X-size (EA) Y-size (EA) Z-size (EA) Item Point X-size (EA) Y-size (EA) Z-size (EA)

Resolution e 100 100 40 Box 3 75, 50, 0 5 20 10
Start point 89, 7, 5 e e e Box 4 75, 0, 0 5 20 10
Goal point 92, 57, 2 e e e Tower 1 35, 10, 0 Radius: 10 20
Preference region 36, 92, 2 e e e Tower 2 8, 17, 0 Radius: 8 35
Box 1 60, 20, 0 40 30 40 Tower 3 7, 82, 0 Radius: 6 35
Box 2 20, 35, 0 40 50 40 Tower 4 88, 83, 0 Radius: 11 25

Fig. 12. Result of experiment 2.

Table 4
Result of experiment 2.

Algorithm Routing time (sec) Total pipe length (EA) Number of elbows (EA) Number of calculated nodes

A* 5537.126 297 12 4,525,397
JPS 14.264 297 12 5314
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fourth condition was met by changing the combination of the path
after the completion of the path search so that the number of el-
bows could be minimized. The faster path-finding speed of the
proposed algorithm was verified through a comparison with A*
algorithm. In the results of experiment 1, the proposed algorithm
exhibited 13,010 times faster path-finding because the number of
nodes on which the heuristic value is calculated was smaller than
that with the A* algorithm. In the results of experiment 2, the
proposed algorithm showed approximately 338 times faster path-
finding than the A* algorithm. Faster path-finding speed could be
obtained when the surroundings of the nodes selected as the pipe
path were blocked by obstacles, due to the nature of JPS.
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